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Abstract
This work is part of the "PROPRE.MA" project which main goal consists on drawing gridconnected photovoltaic yield maps for all Morocco with ground calibration using identical
plants installed in partner institutions located in 20 different Moroccan cities. To have monthly
calibration corrections as small as possible, the monthly maps before calibration must be as
realistic as possible, and above all, the calibration factors undergo the least possible temporal
and spatial variations.
From an investor perspective, the specific energy yield is the most important parameter since it
has and immediate effect on the levelized cost of electricity (LCOE), with all its impacts.
In this paper, we estimate expected monthly averages of daily energy yields with methods
which use solar maps published by weather services dedicated to solar energy. We present a
comparison of monthly averages of PV daily yields calculated with our own models as well as
with values obtained from international databases. In terms of methodology, our paper refers
always to the results of an hour-by-hour simulation software. Whatever picture we take, we find
that linear “simple models” tend always to overestimate yields and we explain why. We propose
a non-linear model which seems to be the best compromise for our future PV yields database.
Keywords: Photovoltaic grid-connected systems; photovoltaic yields models; monthly average of daily dc yields; yearly dc yields;
comparison of photovoltaic yields; Morocco.
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Introduction
Frame of the present work
Morocco should be adopting very soon the net-metering
approach for low-voltage grid-connected photovoltaic plants.
In this view, installation over-sizing becomes critical for the
investor since the electricity distributor is not supposed to buy
the feed-in energy surplus at the end of a given period (monthly
being the smallest). In these conditions, it is critical to know
the amount of PV solar electricity generated at any specific
Moroccan location at least, at the monthly level.

This work is part of the "PROPRE.MA" project (www.propre.
ma), sponsored by IRESEN (02/2014-01/2016), proposed and
leaded by the Faculty of Science Semlalia Marrakech and
conducted by 20 Moroccan higher education institutions and
“RESING”, a private company. The main goal of "PROPRE.
MA" consists on drawing grid-connected photovoltaic yield
maps for the whole country with ground calibration using
identical plants installed in partner institutions located in 20
different Moroccan cities shown in Figure 1. Each plant consists
on a 2-kWp array of each of the three silicon PV module
technologies: crystalline, polycrystalline and amorphous, as
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Figure 1. Position of the 23 calibration points (20 existing and 3 projected) and plants bloc diagram.
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shown in Figure 1. The global scope of the project consists
on drawing acceptable resolution PV yields maps properly
calibrated with actual ground measurements.
Calibration should take place by the second half of 2015, after a
one-year measurements period. For the maps, 1192 appropriate
representative points have been already selected in throughout
all Morocco. To have monthly calibration corrections as small
as possible, the monthly maps before calibration must be as
realistic as possible, and above all, the calibration factors
undergo the least possible temporal and spatial variations.

Goal of the present work
Presently, to get the dc yield of a grid-connected photovoltaic
plant, one has to choose between:
applying a “simple model” using monthly averages of
temperature and of daily horizontal solar radiation on facing
south tilted modules, with easy handling on a single spreadsheet
line but with reduced precision,
running an external hourly dynamic program, with a
better precision but heavy drawback to handle 12 times (months)
for each of the 1,192 points of the map.
We have chosen an intermediate solution consisting on a
compromise between both improving the precision of the first
“simple model” by finding correlations of its PV yields and
those obtained by an hourly dynamic program.
The “corrected simple model” so designed is supposed:
to use no more input data than the daily models (daily
temperature and horizontal solar radiation),
to be generated by an on-site database query for each
of the 1,192 data lines.

Bibliographical overview
We have found 15 reviews of the state-of-the-art in PV
performance calculation methods [1-15] and no less than 49
papers dedicated to several aspects of the topic of this paper,
and among them:
04 propose methods for short term forecasting of PV
yields [16-19],
04 deal with elements for Geographical Information
Systems [20-23],
-

11 proposed models for PV performance [24-34],

07 proposed models for PV performance with
experimental validation [35-41],

authors1 classified methods for energy harvesting calculation of
PV generators in two groups:
-

those that directly calculate the energy,

those that indirectly calculate the energy from the
power, these divide again in two categories:
•

those that directly calculate the power.

•

those that indirectly calculate the power from the I-V
curve.

Here, we will use at least one of each of these groups and
categories which, of course, differ in simplicity and accuracy
and we will choose the most suitable method for our specific
application.

Fundamental background
Approach of the problem
We will call here “linear models” those that give results
proportional to the solar irradiance in instantaneous or to the
received global solar radiation during a given period (day,
month or year).
At a given cell temperature, even if the short circuit current is
directly proportional to the solar radiation intensity, the opencircuit voltage shows a non-linear behaviour against the solar
radiation intensity and consequently, the maximum power also.
The things become more complex when considering variations
of ambient temperature, its impact on the cell temperatures
and therefore, in the output power. The two following graphs
illustrate our following argumentation [65-67].
Maximum power against solar irradiance is non-linear because
of the complex shape of current-voltage characteristic. In
addition, its non-explicit character excludes any analytic direct
calculation. Figure 2 was calculated from data obtained with
PiViDyn software (described below in the subchapter 2.4) for
cells maintained at 25°C. It shows:
the actual relative maximum power point (blue squares
and left scale) which has to be compared to the linear model
(dotted blue and line left scale) with which it should match
when excluding non-linear effects,
the performance factor, ratio of the actual power and
the linear model (red triangles and right scale) which highlights
the importance of the relative mismatch between them.
The same type of curve could be obtained from parameters
either:
-

derived from the data sheet information of PV modules,

14 have done PV systems monitoring [42-55],
including systems comparison,

from modules current-voltage characteristics at
difference irradiance levels.

03 have simulated the PV operation or performance
with existing software [56-58],

Figure 2 highlights clearly the effects arising from the nonlinearity of voltage against solar irradiance, even at constant
cells temperature.

06 have considered some other aspects than our major
concern of this paper [59-64].
In the “PROPRE.MA” project, we will have to deal with almost
all this aspects. For what concerns this same paper, the first
Environ Risk Assess Remediat 2017 Volume 1 Issue 3

Figure 2 shows also that the performance factor (PF) for cells
kept at 25°C (red triangles in Figure 2) is very well correlated
by the intuitive formula (red solid line in Figure 2), valid above
0.04 kW/m² and forced to pass through the point (1, 1):
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module efficiency varies slowly with solar irradiance intensity
and almost linearly.

Where,
Isolar and ISTC, both expressed in the same unit, are actual
and STC (1,000 W/m²) solar intensities,
Cm is a constant depending on module technology
(found near to 0.10925 for the crystalline silicon module
concerned here).
For various ambient temperatures, Figure 3 shows the
performance factor of a module against solar radiation intensity.
It was calculated with the absolute efficiency η obtained with
PiViDyn software (described below in the subchapter 2.4)
forcing the data with the given ambient temperatures (0°C,
20°C and 40°C).
Beside the values shown in this figure, which may vary from a
manufacturer to another, our argument hereafter is essentially
with the shape itself of the curves shown in Figure 3:
all the early mornings and late afternoons of all the
year, solar radiation intensity lies in the zone “LO” of the
curves, below 0.2 kW/m² where PV module efficiency rises
sharply from zero,
in the middle of the days, solar radiation intensity lies
in the zone “HI” of the curves, above 0.2 kW/m² where PV
Actual MPP

Linear model

Typically, a day with:
a high PV yield is a day for which during most of the
day, the modules have operated in the “HI” zone, with a reduced
energy impact of early mornings and late afternoons,
a medium PV yield is a day for which the energy
impact of early mornings and late afternoons is not negligible,
a low PV yield is a day for which the energy impact of
early mornings and late afternoons is very important,
Therefore, at the end of a given day, the impact of non-linear
effects on electric energy generated will vary from negligible
(for very sunny and long days) to substantial (for not very
sunny or short days). Consequently, the impact of the low
solar intensity on the daily photovoltaic yield increases when
daily received solar energy decreases, therefore for low yield
days. At the bottom line, linear models overestimate the
actual yields.
Our idea, and scope of part of this paper, is to estimate this
impact and adjust a daily yield “simple model” based on the
values of the daily yield “simple model” themselves.
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Figure 2. Non-linearity of the maximum power against solar irradiance (cells at 25°C).
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Figure 3. Photovoltaic module performance factor against received solar irradiance.
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Overview of a “simple model” (SM)

•

Di= (2/15). Arc cos (-tg δi . tg φ),

Basics of the “simple model” (SM): Photovoltaic DC yields
obtained with a “simple model” need monthly averages of
temperature and of daily solar radiation on fixed tilt modules. In
such conditions, photovoltaic DC yields can be easily calculated
inside a database by an on-site query from the input data in the
same line.

<ySMi> = (Gβi / ISTC). (1-αp)(<θci>-25), where

 Gβi (in Wh/m2.day), is the global daily radiation falling
on a facing south surface, tilted at an angle β (30° in
our case), for a typical day of the month i. Gβi was
calculated from the horizontal radiation Hi using an
algorithm described in reference which background
refers essentially to reference,

Overview of a “non-linear model” (NLM)
This model carries such a name because the performance factor:

<Iβi> is the daily average of solar radiation intensity Iβi
(in W/m²), used to distinguish between days having the
same solar radiation with different durations (e.g. different
average solar radiation intensities) and given by:

-

is corrected for temperature before even the application
of the related formula:
PF(θc) = {1 + Cm . Ln[(Isolar / ISTC).(1-αp)(<θci>-25)]}
The non-linear photovoltaic yield is then given by:
<yNLi> = (Gβi / ISTC).{1 + Cm . Ln[(<Iβi> / ISTC).(1-αp)(<θci>-25)]}
Here, the temperature correction has been directly applied to
(<Iβi> / ISTC) because correction outside the brackets failed to
give satisfying results. In fact, its coherence resides in the fact

<Iβi> = Gβi / Di, where
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φ is the latitude of the site.

they represent an overestimation of the real photovoltaic
yields, simply because of the shape of the output power shown
in Figure 2 and the comments that follow it.

where

NOCT, the normal operating cell temperature (set at
47°C to match with PiViDyn values),

•

they are not sensitive to the specific module electrical
characteristics, even if the module thermal properties are present
through the NOCT value in the formula,

 <θci > is the daily average of cell temperature (in °C) for
a typical day i, given by:

•

δi is the solar declination for the typical day i

Crucial comments on the “simple model” (SM): The main
problems of models like the “simple model” we presented here
above are that:

 ISTC is the solar intensity under STC conditions (1.000
W/m² or 1 when Gβi is expressed in kWh/m2.day) and
(Gβi / ISTC) represents the number of peak hours in the
day i, equivalent of hours at 1 kW/m²,

<θai> is the daily average of ambient temperature for a
typical day of the month i,

•

From the slope of the straight line of Figure 4 (0.0332°C.m²/W),
it is easy to extract the Normal Operation Cell Temperature
(NOCT at 45.8°C) which is perfectly compatible with common
values for crystalline silicon modules like the ones used by the
authors. It is then legitimate to use the monthly averages of
temperature and of daily solar radiation intensity, at least from
the thermal point of view. From the electrical point of view,
things are different because of non-linear impact on the current.

 αp is the temperature coefficient of power (set at 0.295%/K
to match with PiViDyn values); we would like to point
that the exponent shape of the rightmost term is the exact
solution of the differential equation (dP/dθ) = αp.P with
the power condition P=PSTC at 25°C, even if the linear
approximation of the solution is more popular,

•

where

Thermal legitimacy of using the daily average temperature:
To justify the replacement of the instantaneous values of θci
and Iβi by their daily averages <θci> and <Iβi >, we show here
below the experimental results obtained by other authors in the
island of Crete.

The “simple model” we propose to adjust is the monthly average of
the daily DC PV yield <ySMi> (in Wh/Wp.day) which is given by:

θci> = < θai> + <I βi> . (NOCT-20) / 800,

Di is the length of the day i (in hours), given by:
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Figure 4. Summary of data collected from reference69 (left) and calculations done with them (right).
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that solar intensity “acts as a lower value” when cell temperature
increases with respect to STC conditions (25°C).
The advantage of models like the “non-linear model” we
presented above is that they take into account the module
electrical characteristics as well as its thermal properties and,
as for the simple model, they can be easily calculated inside
a database by an on-site query from the input data in the same
line [68-70].

Overview of the instantaneous dynamic simulation
program “PiViDyn” (PVD)
PiViDyn meteorological database: The program includes a
database of 2.200 sites for which horizontal solar radiation and
temperature are available. It also allows bypassing automatic
reading from the database through a manual entry of latitude, as
well as monthly averages of temperatures and of horizontal solar
radiation. This is the way we adopted to include the following
meteorological data:
“Meteonorm” data [70,71]
software, for 24 sites

, taken from PVSyst

"SOLEMI & Helioclim-3" data, downloaded from
Solar Med Atlas website, for 20 sites

PiViDyn calculation of the current-voltage characteristic:
At each instant, the calculation program divides an expected
open circuit voltage Voc in 100 intervals and solves iteratively
the following current (I)-voltage (V) equation for one cell:
I = ISC - IS.{exp{q.[V - RS.I] / [n.kTc]}-1} – [V - RS.I] / Rsh,
where
Tc is the cell absolute temperature (in K), given by:
Tc = (θa + 273.16) + Isolar.(NOCT - 20)/800, where
Isolar is the solar radiation intensity in (W/m²)
θa is the ambient temperature in (°C)
NOCT is the Normal Operation Cell Temperature (in °C, set
here at 47°C in our case)
ISC is the short circuit current depending on the cell temperature,
given by:
ISC(Tc) = Sph(25°C).Sc.Isolar.[1 + αI.(Tc - 298)], where
Sph(25°C) is the photoelectric sensibility factor at 25°C (set here
at 2.10-5 A/W)
Sc is the surface of the cells in series in the module

"Climate-SAF PVGIS" data, downloaded from PVGIS
website, for 24 sites

αI is the temperature coefficient of current (set here at
+0.063%/K)

"NASA Surface meteorology and Solar Energy Data
Set" data (NASE-SSE), taken from RETSCREEN Software for
24 sites.

IS is the saturation current depending on the cell temperature,
given by:

We have multiplied the sources of data because we intend to
validate the fact that our final adjustments are independent on
the meteorological input data.

Js(25°C) is the saturation current density at 25°C, given by:

PiViDyn model of the hourly solar radiation intensity: The
global irradiance Isolar falling on a surface azimuthally oriented
at s and tilted at β is given by:
Isolar = Idirect + Idiffuse + Ialbedo, where
Idirect, Idiffuse and Ialbedo are respectively the direct, the diffuse and
the albedo component of the received irradiance on the tilted
surface. To avoid unnecessary lengthening this paper, we will
simply note that the various components are obtained with
standard methods to get solar irradiance from the horizontal
radiation alone [68], through the Collares-Pereira correlative
method.

IS(Tc) = Js(25°C). Sc.[1 + αI.(Tc - 298)], where
Js(25°C) = ρS(25°C) / [8000.Rsh(25°C)], where
ρS(25°C) is the series resistivity at 25°C (set here at 75 Ω.cm)
Rsh(25°C) is the shunt resistance at 25°C (set here at 40,000 Ω)
RS is the series resistance depending on the cell temperature,
given by:
RS(Tc) = ρS(25°C).e. [1 + αI.(Tc – 298.16)] / Sc, where e is the
cell thickness
Rsh is the series resistance depending on the cell temperature,
given by:
Rsh(Tc) = Rsh(25°C). [1 + αI.(Tc - 298)]

PiViDyn model of the hourly ambient temperature: In
the model used, not valid by night, the minimum ambient
temperature is at sunrise at (12 - Di / 2) solar time while
maximum is in mid-afternoon (12 + Di / 4). The daily average
ambient temperature is:

αV is the temperature coefficient of voltage (set here at -0.358%/K)

<θai> = (θmax + θmin) / 2,

q is the charge of the electron and k the Boltzmann constant

where

θmax and θmin are the daily maximum and minimum temperatures,
and temperature amplitude is given by:
Amp = (θmax - θmin)/2
Then, the model used for the diurnal variation of temperature is:
θa(t) = <θai> + Amp . cos{[2π/(3Di/2)].[t – (12+Di/4)]}
24

n is the ideality factor and is supposed to vary with cell
temperature like
n(Tc) = n(25°C).{1-(|αI| + |αV|)].(Tc - 298)}, where

For more precision at the beginning and end of the day, the
program also corrects the solar radiation intensity Isolar for the
variation of the glass optical reflectance with respect to its value
at normal incidence, for which the modules properties are valid.
This is done applying the Fresnel transmittance laws to the glass
and normalizing them to the normal incidence value [69-75].
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Simple model (SM) and its modified version (MSM)

A result of the PiViDyn program: Results shown in Figure
5 were obtained using PiViDyn program. It shows the yearly
evolution of the daily average performance factor of a crystalline
silicon solar module, calculated in several sites for modules
facing south and tilted at the latitude of the site. The results
confirm what we have anticipated from Figure 3: the difficulty to
find an a priori yield daily model valid for all seasons, especially
when the average performance is lower.

PV yields from PVS, SMA, PVG and RTS against
the simple model PV yields (SM):
Figure 6 shows:
the PV yields calculated with PVSyst Software (blue
diamonds) against our SM calculated with the same metrological data,
the PV yields taken from Solar Med Atlas (red squares)
against our SM calculated with the same metrological data,

Given the abscissa scale, it is true that, variations are not huge
for a single site but they are worth taking into consideration
when a better precision is required.

the PV yields taken from PVGIS (green triangles)
against our SM calculated with the same metrological data,

Calculations

Table 1. Cities concerned by the calculations of the present work.

Sites considered in this work

Cities

In Table 1, the 20 first cities are the ones for which the Moroccan
photovoltaic monthly yield maps will be calibrated. We have
added to them the 4 subsequent European cities to get few points
in the tail of low monthly averages of daily PV yields because
we did not find at any season in almost all Morocco below 3.2
Wh/Wp.day at 30° tilt.

Sources of meteorological data, of external PV yields
and calculations done
As shown by Table 2:
	
from each of the four sources (PVS, SMA, PVG and
RTS) we have:


Latitude

Longitude

Altitude

Moroccan cities used for "PROPRE.MA" maps adjustment

extracted the meteorological data,


taken from databases the PV yields (SMA and PVG) or
calculated them with the related software (PVS and RTS).
	
with each of the four meteorological data sources
(PVS, SMA, PVG and RTS), we have calculated PV yields
with:
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Casablanca
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-07.67 °
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31.95 °
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410 m
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301 m
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-05.17 °

1632 m
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34.27 °

-06.59 °
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-08.00 °

455 m
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European cities added for the tail of reduced monthly yields



the PiViDyn program,



the simple model (SM),



the non-linear model (NLM).
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Figure 5. Performance factor of a crystalline silicon solar module.
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Table 2. Different input and output data considered for the present work.
Source of meteorological data

Yield calculation tool

PVSyst Software
"Meteonorm"
near to "Classic PVGIS"
12 months x 24 cities

PVS

Solar Med Atlas
Only Mediterranean
"SOLEMI & Helioclim-3"
12 months x 20 cities

SMA

PVGIS
"Climate-SAF PVGIS"
12 months x 24 cities

PVG

Retscreen Software
"NASA-SSE"
12 months x 24 cities

RTS

PVS (Wh/Wp.day)

Calculated with PVSyst

PVS

PVD

PiViDyn calculation

PVD [PVS]

SM

Simple model, one line request

SM [PVS]

NLM

Non-linear model, one line request

NLM [PVS]

Website

Downloaded from site

SMA

PVD

PiViDyn calculation

PVD [SMA]

SM

Simple model, one line request

SM [SMA]

NLM

Non-linear model, one line request

NLM [SMA]

Website

Downloaded from site

PVG

PVD

PiViDyn calculation

PVD [PVG]

SM

Simple model, one line request

SM [PVG]
NLM [PVG]

NLM

Non-linear model, one line request

Software

Calculated with RTS

RTS

PVD

PiViDyn calculation

PVD [RTS]

SM

Simple model request

SM [RTS]

NLM

Non-linear model, one line request

NLM [RTS]

RTS (Wh/Wp.day)

SMA (Wh/Wp.day)

7

PVS, SMA, PVG & RTS yields (Wh/Wp.day)

Result

Software

6

y = 0,9660x
R2 = 0,9947

PVG (Wh/Wp.day)

y = 0,9651x
R2 = 0,9879

5
y = 0,9008x
R2 = 0,978

4
y = 0,9034x
R2 = 0,9934

3

Morocco @ 30° tilt

2
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0
0
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2
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7

SM monthly yields (Wh/Wp.day)

Figure 6. PVS, SMA, PVG and RTS PV yields against our simple model.

the PV yields calculated with RESTCREEN Software
(brown circles) against our SM calculated with the same
metrological data.
The first comment we would like to do is that almost all the
data are proportional to our “simple model”. This means that,
once divided by the coefficients shown in the graph (0.9660 for
PVS, 0.9651 for SMA, 0.9034 for PVG and 0.9008 for RTS),
one obtains normalized values PVS*, SMA*, PVG* and RTS*
which are almost the same than our SM results.
Hourly integrated PV yields (PVD) against the simple
model PV yields (SM): Figure 7 shows the PV yields obtained
with PiViDyn software against the “simple model” (SM, from
subchapter 2.3), both calculated with the same meteorological
data taken from all sources (PVS, SMA, PVG, and RTS).
Almost all points are below the dotted line of the first bisector.
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The least squares method polynomial correlation represented
by the solid line curve in Figure 7 will be used later. The
correlation coefficient is 99.55%, despite the fact polynomial
has no physical justification.
The shape of the solid line curve in Figure 7 reminds that
of electric power in Figure 2 because the SM yield model is
directly proportional to the daily-received solar radiation, which
is the time integral of the abscissa of Figure 2. In agreement
with comments in subchapter 2.2.3, the solid line curve must
tend towards the bisector by lower values [76-78].
The dispersion of the points around the average solid line curve
is simply due to the differences induced by the two estimation
methods (hourly and daily).
Hourly integrated PV yield (PVD) against the PV yields
from PVS, SMA, PVG and RTS: Figure 8 shows the PV yields
obtained with PiViDyn software (same ordinate than Figure 7
Environ Risk Assess Remediat 2017 Volume 1 Issue 3
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Figure 7. PV yield with PiViDyn against “simple model”, using meteorological data from all sources.
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Figure 8. PV yield with PIViDyn against normalized yields PVS*, SMA*, PVG* and RTS*.

above), but this time against their normalized PV yields PVS*,
SMA*, PVG* and RTS* (Figure 6). Almost all points are below
the dotted line of the first bisector.
The solid line is the same than the one already shown in Figure
7. With the new abscissa, the same polynomial fits the PVD
data with a correlation coefficient of 99.00%, which is still good
enough to say that the nature of our simple model results (SM)
is similar to the PVS, SMA, PVG and RTS yields.
Of course, the shape of the solid line curve in Figure 7 still
reminds that in Figure 2 for the same reasons commented above.
Adjusting the simple model mismatch: modified simple
model (MSM): In a preliminary presentation of our results, we
have already used a polynomial correlation to adjust the yields
for the first test maps. In this part of the work, we take here the
same approach but improving it from several points of view:
calculating with four times more meteorological data
sources,
-

expanding the values and the method to lower yields,

using a higher degree polynomial than previously, but
above all, which tends to the first bisector from lower values, in
agreement with comments in subchapter 2.2.3, which was not
the case in our previously mentioned communications [79,80].
Environ Risk Assess Remediat 2017 Volume 1 Issue 3

The polynomial correlation forced to pass at the origin and
obtained by the least squares method for Figure 7 and Figure 8 is:
<yMSMi> = {a4.<ySMi>4 + a3.<ySMi>3 + a2.<ySMi>2 + a1.<ySMi>}
<yMSMi> = <ySMi> .{a4.<ySMi>3 + a2.<ySMi>2 + a2.<ySMi> + a1}
<yMSMi> = <ySMi> . NLMFi
with a4 = -0.0008946, a3 = 0.0086477, a2 = 0.0302013 and a1 =
0.6645285.
We have chosen this polynomial degree because higher or lower
had all a tendency to cut the first bisector in the upper part of
our yield window [7.5 Wh/Wps.Day], in contradiction with the
need to reach the first bisector by lower values, in agreement
with our comments at subchapter 2.2.3.
We call the term between brackets the “non-linear multiplicative
factor” (NLMFi), which is supposed to bring the simple model
yields to more realistic values.
Reliability of the adjustment in the modified simple model
(MSM): We may have to ask the question of the usefulness of
such adjustment (in MSM) to such a dispersion of points around
the polynomial fit in Figure 7 and Figure 8. The best way we
found to give an answer to this is to compare the dispersion of
the points around the average with the adjustment.
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Figure 9 shows at the same time:
the difference between PV yields obtained with
PiViDyn software and those of the modified simple model
(polynomial fit of subchapter 3.2.4),
the difference between the simple model yields and
the same the modified simple model yields (polynomial fit of
subchapter 3.2.4).
At a given value of SM yields, the more points there are outside
the curve, the more it is pertinent to make such an adjustment.
With the amount of data we have, it seems like important to
avoid using yields models like our SM without adjustment
below 5-5.5 Wh/Wp.day. We are quite concerned with regard
to our monthly yield maps, since the monthly averages of daily
yields can drop to around 3.2 Wh/Wp.day with a tilt angle of
30° for several Moroccan cities.
We would like to draw attention to the fact that this is valid only
for monthly averages of daily yields and not for their yearly
0

1

averages, which, hopefully, can compensate and lead to smaller
uncertainties (as we will see below).
It is true that, for simple model yields above 5.5 Wh/Wp.day,
the dispersion of the points is as important (few percent) as the
recommended multiplicative adjustment itself but, when having
only the simple model values <ySMi>, the adjustment is strongly
recommended below 5.5 Wh/Wp.day.
At the bottom line, even without a physical justification, this
empirical adjustment (NLMF) is a kind of “better than linear”.

PV yields obtained directly through the non-linear model
(NLM)
Hourly integrated PV yields (PiViDyn) against the non-linear
model (NLM): Figure 10 shows the same PV yields obtained
with PiViDyn software (same ordinate than Figures 7 and 8
above), but this time against their related PV yields calculated
with our non-linear model (NLM, from subchapter 2 .3).

Simple model monthly average PV yields (Wh/Wp.day)
2
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4
5
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7
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±(SM-MSM)

0,4 Wh/Wp
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0,0 Wh/Wp

-0,2 Wh/Wp

-0,4 Wh/Wp

-0,6 Wh/Wp

Figure 9. Graph to evaluate reliability of the adjustment in the modified simple model.
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Figure 10. PV yield with PIViDyn against our non-linear yields model.
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This time, with the new abscissa, it is the first bisector dotted
line which gives a correlation coefficient of 99.46%, meaning
that the non-linear model (NLM) fits in a very good way the
PiViDyn software calculations.
We found no explanation to the points that disperse more than
the others do.
With think that, in the low monthly yields zone, the
overestimation of the NLM (points below the first bisector) may
come from a bigger impact of optical reflectance losses that are
taken into account by the PiViDyn software while not by the
NLM [80].
Non-linear multiplicative factor, NLMF: If we would like
to take into consideration non-linear effects adjusting with
a multiplicative factor (NLMFi) for each month i, this is
defined by:
NLMFi = <yNLi> / <ySMi>

As shown in the Figure 11 legend, the global “country average”
of yearly PV yields for the 20 cities, as calculated with Solar
Med Atlas data stands around:
- 2.12 kWh/Wp per year with ± 8% dispersion over the cities for
the simple model,
- 2.02 kWh/Wp per year with ± 11% dispersion over the cities
for the modified simple model,
- 2.01 kWh/Wp per year with ± 10% dispersion over the cities
for the non-linear model,
- 2.02 kWh/Wp per year with ± 9% dispersion over the cities
for PiViDyn.
It is clear that simple models tend to overestimate the photovoltaic
yields obtained with and hourly software. MSM passage to NLM
is not always in the same direction (decrease or reduce yield). At
this stage, the choice between MSM and NLM does push us to the
second as physical proof of its mathematical expression.

<yNLi> / <ySMi> = {1 + Cm . Ln[(<Iβi> / ISTC).(1-αp)(<θci>-25)]} / (1-αp)

It is also quite satisfying to see how the NLM gives yearly yields
very near to the PiViDyn software.

Such an expression does not depend explicitly and only on
<ySMi>. It gives the right analytical formula of what we have
empirically expressed with a third degree polynomial in the
subchapter 3.2.4.

Impact of correcting the simple model instead of integrating
hourly results: In a single graph, Figure 12 shows the relative
difference to PVD yearly yields to:

(<θci>-25)

Conclusions
We have done a few calculations with a different module tilt
angle (60°) but, as expected, the new points fell in the same
cloud than the ones shown above. This is because what we have
done above concerns already cities with up to 24° difference
in latitude, all seasons and a wide variety of received solar
radiation ranging from 0.95 to 7.6 kWh/m².day.
As seen from the PROPRE.MA project point of view, it is
crucial to conclude this paper with impacts on yearly yields.

Yearly yields for the 20 calibration cities in Morocco
Comparison of yearly yields we calculated for this work:
Figure 11 allows comparing the yearly yields obtained through
different methods for each of the 20 Moroccan cities.

-

the simple model yearly yields (SM-PVD)/PVD,

PVD,

the modified simple model yearly yields (MSM-PVD)/

-

the non-linear yearly yields (NLM-PVD)/PVD,

For the “PROPRE.MA” project, we are supposed to stay inside
the root mean square of inter annual variation of solar radiation
(1991-2010), which, in Figure 12 is verified by the MSM and
NLM models. For the time being, we have no choice than
choosing an hourly simulation as a reference (PiViDyn) and our
exigency excludes evidently the use of the simple model or any
other similar.
Comparison of our NLM yearly yields with other sources:
For each of the same above 20 Moroccan cities, Figure 13
allows comparing the yearly yields obtained with our NLM with
other sources.

Simple Model (kWh/Wp.y) : 2,12 ±8%
Modified Simple Model (kWh/Wp.y) : 2,02 ±11%
Non-linear Model from SMA data (kWh/Wp.y): 2,01 ±10%
PIViDyn (kWh/Wp.y) : 2,02 ±9%
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Figure 11. Yearly yields obtained by the simple model, PiViDyn and the other models.
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Figure 13 legend, shows that the global “country average” of
yearly PV yields for the 20 cities is around:

the more reasonable chose should be to go with the non-linear
model, which should allow direct access to technologically
dependent monthly yields for the next steps (see subchapter
4.3) and being, at the same time, generated by on-site database
query.

1.93 kWh/Wp per year with ± 12% dispersion over the
cities for PV-GIS database and 4.8% less, in average, than our
NLM,

It is also evident that external sources yearly yields are more
“conservative” (from 3.7 to 7% less in average of annual values)
than those obtained with our NLM. Only our future ground
calibration will tell us which is the more realistic. Hopefully, the
differences are small enough for not changing any investment
strategic decision in grid-connected PV in Morocco but 3.7 to
7% can affect slightly long term business planning, especially
that the difference can be locally bigger than this. But it is
obvious that this last may play a significant role for long term
purchase contracts 7% less in energy output forecast can change
a tender winner.

1.87 kWh/Wp per year with ± 9% dispersion over the
cities for the PV-Syst software and 7.0% less, in average, than
our NLM,
1.91 kWh/Wp per year with ± 7% dispersion over the
cities for the Solar Med Atlas database and 5% less, in average,
than our NLM
2.01 kWh/Wp per year with ± 10% dispersion over the
cities for our non-linear model (calculated with the above Solar
Med Atlas meteorological data).
Even calculated with the same meteorological data, the yearly
PV yields “country average” calculated with our NLM is about
5% higher than the value given by Solar Med Atlas.
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As seen from now, when comparing our own models together,

Oujda

Main conclusion

El Jadida

At this point, we think having proven that, if a yearly calibration
is sufficient for feed-in-tariff solar investors, it might be not
sufficient for the net-metering when the monthly values of
photovoltaic yields are required.
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Figure 12. Comparing the relative mismatch with the solar radiation interannual relative variation.
PVG (kWh/Wp.y) : 1,93 ±12%
PVS (kWh/Wp.y) : 1,87 ±9%
SMA (kWh/Wp.y) : 1,91 ±7%
Non-linear Model from SMA data (kWh/Wp.y): 2,01 ±10%
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Figure 13. Yearly yields extracted from international databases with our NLM.
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Next steps
Before receiving the calibration data and going to the calibration
phase, we will have to do the same type of work done here
above to elaborate the same type of data for polycrystalline
and amorphous silicon, specially, because the NLM shows a
dependence on Cm (constant depending on module technology)
and αp (module power temperature coefficient). It is too early
to evaluate the final impact of changing the module technology
but we can guess that it should be small, even if not negligible.
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